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feeling of self-respect that conies from the ability to choose the
right and to eschew the wrong.
The Attitude of Older Members, To the child the parent
has become the higher power to which he must look for guidance,
for love, for succor—attributes which in a fuller sense he will
recognize later in his God.
In his second year the child learns to have a regard for others.
He notes the kindly consideration given by other members of
the home to one another. He sees that mother gladly gives up
to father, and father to mother. He sees continually a spirit of
helpfulness.. He observes the respect that the various members
of his family accord others—himself included He learns from
observation something of the rights of others and how they
should be respected. And there are developed in his own little
soul, as a result of these observations, emotions of unselfishness
that are as a wellspring for right spiritual emotions in after life.
Religious Atmosphere* He is affected very much by the
religious atmosphere, or the lack of it, in his home. He partakes
of the sense of quiet and reverence that pervades the room during
worship hour, during the moments of table grace, and his im-
pulse to imitate Influences him to enter into the same quiet
spirit. His sojourn in a room where such religious exercises are
being conducted is shortened, dependent upon his ability to enter
into their spirit. For example, he is not expected to sit quietly
through a worship period that lasts over twenty minutes or half
an hour. It is better if he is not in the room at all when a pro-
longed family worship is in session. Since a child of this age
could not possibly keep still, an attempt to restrain him would
only meet with failure and lessen baby's feeling of reverence for
the occasion. Very short indeed should be any worship at which
baby is present. Baby's first worship will be his little prayer at
mother's knee, at which time the benefit he wiS'receive will
be the sense of quiet and the something he does not understand
that is present with him; for no doubt the angels hover near
and a spirit from above pervades the atmosphere lending to
baby's spirit during the quiet moment.
Family Worship. Later baby will be initiated for a few
moments into the more prolonged family worship the older mem-

